
CLAIRE
C031

Standard features
- Frame: wooden structure, seat suspensions in reinforced elastic
webbing.
- Paddings in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam, with
different densities.
- Covering in leather or fabric. Not removable coverings.
- All the versions marked by the symbol “↑” are equipped with 
manual adjustable headrest.
- Legs in Gunmetal (Cod.50), Antique Bronze (Cod.52), both
finishes with lower part painted in matte gold color.
- Versions Cod.1431 - 1432 - 1681 - 1682 - 3041 - 3042 with
wooden top in Canaletto walnut (Cod.10).
- Versions Cod.1421- 1422 - 1671 - 1672 - 3031 - 3032 with top in
marble Emperador (Cod.EM) or Carrara white marble (Cod.CA).
- Stitching type cod.06 for leather covering for the top of the seat
cushion. Stitching type cod.03 for the other parts.
- Stitching type cod.03 for fabric covering.
- Folding bed not available.
- Sectional sides are finished.

Optional features available upon request with no 
upcharge
- Stitching, unless differently requested, will be matching the
leather or fabric colour. Contrast stitching colour can be ordered
at no extra charge. You might use as reference any Nicoline
leather.

Optional features available upon request with an 
upcharge
- External panel of the armrest frame with a different covering
from the rest of the sofa (Config. 1).
- 7% upcharge for combined coverings (except for the armrest
panel which has dedicated upcharge). Please refer to the NOTES
at the beginning of pricelist.

Notes
- Versions with asterisk (*) have always the terminal side finished
with the possibility to be connected to modular elements.
- Different stitchings not available.
- For some fabrics and velvets production dept. must apply the 
stitching Cod.00 (as per picture below). 

A  ↓ all items in group A have the same seat width

B  ↓ all items in group B have the same seat width
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  ↓ These elements are compatible with all groups of versions
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